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The age of onset of Huntington’s disease (HD) is determined primarily by the length of the HD CAG repeat
mutation, but is also influenced by other modifying factors. Delineating these modifiers is a critical step
towards developing validated therapeutic targets in HD patients. The HD CAG repeat is somatically unstable,
undergoing progressive length increases over time, particularly in brain regions that are the targets of neu-
rodegeneration. Here, we have explored the hypothesis that somatic instability of the HD CAG repeat is itself
a modifier of disease. Using small-pool PCR, we quantified somatic instability in the cortex region of the brain
from a cohort of HD individuals exhibiting phenotypic extremes of young and old disease onset as predicted
by the length of their constitutive HD CAG repeat lengths. After accounting for constitutive repeat length,
somatic instability was found to be a significant predictor of onset age, with larger repeat length gains associ-
ated with earlier disease onset. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that somatic HD CAG repeat
length expansions in target tissues contribute to the HD pathogenic process, and support pursuing factors
that modify somatic instability as viable therapeutic targets.

INTRODUCTION

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a dominantly inherited, fatal
neurodegenerative disorder characterized by chorea, cognitive
and psychiatric decline (1). It is caused by the expansion over
35 repeats of a polymorphic CAG repeat tract within exon 1 of
the HD gene that lengthens a glutamine tract in the huntingtin
protein (2). The lengthened glutamine tract is thought to
confer a novel toxic property on huntingtin that initiates the
eventual demise of neurons particularly in the striatum and
cortex (3).

Although the mechanism(s) by which mutant huntingtin
elicits its toxic effects are not clearly understood, studies of
genotype–phenotype relationships in patients have provided
critical information regarding the underlying pathogenic
process. Central to these studies is the demonstration that
the age of disease onset is strongly inversely correlated with
the length of the expanded HD CAG repeat (4–8), implying
that the mechanism(s) that determine onset age are repeat
length-dependent. However, although HD CAG repeat length

is the overriding factor that determines age at onset, repeat
number only accounts for �70% of the variability in age at
onset, and no more than 50% of the variability for the vast
majority of HD patients with repeats less than 60 (9,10).
Further, there is evidence for strong heritability for that
portion of onset age not explained by CAG repeat size
(10,11), providing evidence for genetic modifiers of onset
age, as demonstrated by several studies (10–22). As modifiers,
by definition, alter onset age in patients, delineating these
factors provides a direct route to therapies aimed at slowing
the pathogenic process.

Interestingly, the expanded HD CAG repeat is somatically
unstable, undergoing progressive length increases over time
(23–27). Somatic instability is tissue-specific, with particu-
larly high levels found in striatum and cortex (25–27) and
occurs in post-mitotic neurons (28,29). Furthermore, somati-
cally expanded HD CAG repeats are transcribed and translated
(29–31). The fact that the HD CAG repeat somatically
expands in tissues that are the targets of pathogenesis raises
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the hypothesis that somatic instability itself contributes to the
HD pathogenic process. This is supported by experiments in a
genetically accurate Huntington’s disease homologue (Hdh)
knock-in mouse model (HdhQ111), in which an early presymp-
tomatic, HD CAG length-dependent phenotype was signifi-
cantly delayed in mice that lacked somatic instability as a
result of the deletion of mismatch repair genes Msh2 and
Msh3 (31,32).

Therefore, due to the progressive increases in HD CAG
repeat length in target tissues, somatic instability may itself
be a modifier of the CAG repeat length-dependent pathogenic
process in HD patients, beyond the contribution of the
constitutional CAG repeat size. Specifically, given the
relationship of HD CAG repeat length to onset age, and
the clear evidence for the existence of additional modifiers
of onset age, we have explored whether inter-individual differ-
ences in somatic instability in HD patient brain might explain
some of the variation in onset age that is unaccounted for by
the length of the constitutive HD CAG repeat.

RESULTS

HD individuals

The association of onset age with the length of the mutant HD
CAG repeat predicts that somatic instability, which progress-
ively lengthens the HD CAG repeat tract, may influence the
onset of HD. We have performed a genetic test of this hypoth-
esis by quantifying HD CAG somatic instability in the brains
of HD individuals and determining whether somatic instability
was associated with the age of neurological onset (motor
symptoms) not explained by constitutive HD CAG length.
Our study design utilized those HD individuals that exhibit
phenotypic extremes of young and old onset. These are indi-
viduals whose onset ages deviate the most from those pre-
dicted by the lengths of their constitutive mutant HD CAG
repeats, thereby affording the greatest power to detect modi-
fiers of onset. Constitutive HD CAG repeat lengths were deter-
mined from cerebellar DNA, shown to be somatically stable
(27). We classified ‘extreme young’ and ‘extreme old’ onset
cases as those in which the residual of the repeat adjusted
onset age (that not explained by constitutive repeat length)
was ,0.5 SD below the mean, or .0.5 SD above the mean,
respectively (see Materials and Methods for determination of
residuals). We thus identified 48 individuals, 24 with
extreme young onset and 24 with extreme old onset. These
were closely matched for both mutant and normal constitutive
HD CAG repeat lengths (t-test extreme young versus extreme
old: mutant repeat P = 0.12, wild-type repeat P = 0.87), but
had mean onset ages differing by approximately 30 years
(Table 1 and Supplementary Material, Table S1).

SP-PCR profiling of somatic instability in HD cortex

Profiling of HD CAG repeat lengths was carried out using
small-pool PCR (SP-PCR) amplification of genomic DNA iso-
lated from frontal cortex, dissected from brains obtained at
autopsy, of the 48 individuals described above using HD
CAG repeat-specific primers. SP-PCR is a highly sensitive
technique for the quantification of the repeat length

distribution of a population of molecules (33) that has pre-
viously revealed the presence of dramatic somatic instability
in HD patient brain that was undetected or underestimated
using standard PCR amplification of ‘bulk’ genomic DNA
(27). Frontal cortex was chosen as this brain region is a
target of the HD disease process that has previously been
shown to display relatively high levels of somatic instability
in end-stage brain, in contrast to striatum, which shows little
somatic instability in end-stage brain, presumably due to
extensive neuronal cell loss (27). For each cortex sample we
determined the length of the HD CAG repeat of 100 or
more individual mutant alleles, assayed from PCR products
of single molecule input DNA. HD CAG repeat lengths of
the normal alleles were also determined. There was no signifi-
cant difference in the number of normal and mutant HD alleles
amplified by SP-PCR (mean difference in number of mutant
alleles and number of normal alleles = 1.85; paired t-test, P =
0.34). This indicated the absence of bias in the size of allele
amplified, that the genomic targets were indeed single mol-
ecules, and therefore that the SP-PCR products were an accu-
rate reflection of the HD CAG repeat sizes present in the
genomic DNA. All SP-PCR data are available in Supplemen-
tary Material, Table S1.

Cortex from all 48 individuals exhibited various degrees of
somatic instability of the mutant HD CAG repeat; most of the
repeat length changes were expansions, although somatic con-
tractions also occurred. Interestingly, the normal HD CAG
repeat also exhibited some somatic instability, although
these repeat length changes were smaller and less frequent
than mutant HD CAG length changes, and were not biased
towards expansions. We did not find a correlation between
measures of variation of the normal and mutant repeats (data
not shown), either due to insufficient variation in the normal
repeat, or possibly suggesting that different factors influence
normal and mutant repeat lengths.

Figure 1A shows examples of frequency distributions of
cortical HD CAG repeat lengths for four individuals, two
with extreme young onset HD (a, c) and two with extreme
old onset HD (b, d), with pairs a and b and pairs c and d
matched for constitutive mutant HD CAG repeat size.

Figure 1B displays the overall frequencies of contractions
(blue bars), unchanged alleles (grey bars) and expansions
(red bars; repeat size change �1) of the mutant HD CAG
repeat for the same cortex samples shown in Figure 1A. We
also broke down the overall expansion frequency into

Table 1. Summary of HD samples

Extreme young Extreme old

n 24 24
CAGmut: mean (range) 44.5 (40–48) 43.4 (40–47)
CAGnorm: mean (range) 18.5 (9–26) 18.6 (10–27)
Age of onset: mean (range) 30 (20–41) 61 (40–81)
Residual: mean (range) 21.41 (22.66 to 20.55) 1.66 (0.58–2.33)

Constitutive mutant (CAGmut), normal (CAGnorm) HD CAG repeat lengths
(determined in cerebellar DNA), age of onset and residual onset age (in
standard deviations from the mean) in the extreme young (n = 24) and
extreme old (n = 24) onset phenotypic groups. See Materials and Methods
for determination of residuals.
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Figure 1. Small-pool PCR analyses of the HD CAG repeat amplified from human HD cortex. The graphs show examples from four individual cortex samples,
two exhibiting extreme young onset (a and c) and two exhibiting extreme old onset (b and d) as predicted from the sizes of their constitutive mutant HD CAG
repeats, determined in cerebellar DNA. (a) and (b) are matched for mutant HD CAG repeat length and (c) and (d) are matched for mutant HD CAG repeat length.
The inset boxes indicate constitutive HD CAG repeat sizes (mutant and normal alleles) and ages of onset (AO). Number of amplified alleles from single molecule
inputs: a = 136 mutant, 106 normal; b = 103 mutant, 104 normal; c = 122 mutant, 90 normal; d = 115 mutant, 136 normal. (A) Frequency distributions of the HD
CAG repeat sizes of the mutant and normal alleles. (B) Frequency distributions of repeat size changes of the mutant HD CAG repeat relative to the modal mutant
HD CAG repeat size determined in the small-pool PCR analysis. Blue bars: contractions (repeat size change ,1); grey bars: unchanged alleles (repeat size
change = 0); red bars: all expanded alleles (repeat size change �1); pink bars: alleles that are expanded beyond specific thresholds (repeat size change �5,
�10 etc.).
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subsets, each representing the frequency of allele size changes
that occurred over thresholds of progressively increasing mag-
nitude (pink bars; repeat size change �5, �10, �15 etc.). Fre-
quency data for all 48 individuals are shown in Table 2.

These data (Fig. 1 and Table 2) show that, on average,
�50% of mutant HD CAG alleles are expanded by at least
one CAG repeat. The data also suggest that, on average,
22% of alleles have expanded by at least five repeats, and
11% of alleles have expanded by at least 10 repeats. Given
that an increase in constitutive repeat size of 10 repeats
(from �45 to �55 repeats) is predicted to precipitate onset
by �13 years (from �40 to �27 years) (8), one might
expect somatic expansions of 10 or more repeats occurring
in 11% of cells to have a considerable impact on disease
onset. Larger repeat length increases of at least 35 CAGs
were rare, occurring, on average, in ,1% of mutant alleles.
The largest repeat size change that we observed was 68
CAGs. The frequency and magnitude of repeat length
changes that we have observed by profiling �100 mutant mol-
ecules is consistent with previously published analyses of
somatic instability in HD brain (27–29).

Somatic instability in HD cortex is predictive of onset age

We observed marked inter-individual differences in the degree
of somatic instability present in cortex. Our general obser-
vation was that extreme young onset individuals tended to
have larger somatic expansions than extreme old onset indi-
viduals, as exemplified in Figure 1A and B. Therefore, we
determined whether inter-individual differences in somatic
instability might explain some of the residual variation in
age of onset. We first surveyed whether the magnitude and fre-
quency of somatic repeat expansions differed between extreme
young and extreme old onset groups. As shown in Table 3,

there were no obvious differences between the extreme
young and extreme old groups in the mean expansion size,
in the total expansion frequency, or the expansion frequency
of 10 or more CAGs between the extreme young and
extreme old groups. However, there was a marked difference
in the magnitude of the average maximum expansion for
each group (extreme young: mean 42 CAGs, extreme old:
mean 29 CAGs). This suggested that repeat expansions
might be biased towards much longer alleles in individuals
with earlier disease onset.

The maximum expansion statistic, shown in Table 3, is
dependent on a single repeat size measurement in each cortical
sample, and is thus subject to error. In order to evaluate stat-
istically whether repeat expansions are biased towards longer
alleles in individuals with earlier disease onset, we also used
skewness, a measurement of the degree of symmetry of a dis-
tribution, as a measure of somatic instability. Skewness uses
all of the data from an individual sample rather than just
one observation such as the maximum. As repeat length
changes were biased towards expansions, their distributions
were skewed to the right; we therefore reasoned that cortex
samples showing greater expansions would exhibit greater
right skewness than those exhibiting smaller repeat
expansions.

On average, extreme young individuals exhibited a greater
right skewness (positive value) than extreme old individuals
(Table 3). As shown in Figure 2, there was a negative corre-
lation (r = 20.37) between skewness and residual onset age,
indicating an association between greater somatic expansion
and earlier disease onset. A simple linear regression revealed
that skewness was a significant predictor of residual onset
age (P = 0.009), with increased right skewness being associ-
ated with a lower residual age of onset (beta estimate
= 20.71).

Somatic instability has previously been shown to depend on
CAG repeat length (25,26,34), prompting our choice of
extreme young and extreme old onset individuals who were
closely matched for constitutive mutant HD CAG repeat
length (Table 1). Nevertheless, to ensure that effects of consti-
tutive CAG length did not confound the association, we had

Table 2. Frequencies of mutant HD CAG repeat length changes in HD cortex

Repeat length change Frequency, %

,0 14.6
0 34.6
�1 50.8
�5 22.1
�10 11.1
�15 7.00
�20 5.23
�25 3.44
�30 1.42
�35 0.60
�40 0.38
�45 0.25
�50 0.15
�55 0.06
�60 0.02

The mutant HD CAG repeat was amplified from HD cortex using SP-PCR,
and repeat length changes relative to the modal HD CAG repeat length
were determined. Shown are the mean frequencies, averaged over the 48
cortex samples, of contractions (repeat length change ,0), unchanged
alleles (repeat length change ¼ 0), total expansions (repeat length change
�1), and subsets of expansions over thresholds of increasing CAG length
(repeat length changes �5, �10 etc.). The sum of repeat length changes
,1, 0 and �1 is equal to 100%.

Table 3. Measures of HD CAG repeat expansion in cortex from extreme
young onset and extreme old onset HD individuals

Extreme young Extreme old

n 24 24
Mean CAG expansion 7.5 (3.0–16.0) 6.5 (2.8–13.0)
Total expansion frequency, % 49.8 (37–85) 51.8 (24–74)
Frequency of expansions �10 CAGs, % 11.8 (4–33) 10.3 (3–33)
Maximum CAG expansion 42 (24–68) 29 (12–44)
Skewness 2.9 (1.9–4.4) 2.2 (0.3–3.4)

The mutant HD CAG repeat was amplified from HD cortex using SP-PCR,
and repeat expansions relative to the modal HD CAG repeat length were
determined. For each sample, the mean CAG expansion, the total
expansion frequency, the frequency of expansions of at least 10 CAGs, the
maximum CAG expansion (maximum repeat size-modal repeat size) and
the skewness were determined. For each of these parameters, we
determined the mean value, averaged over either the 24 extreme young
samples or averaged over the 24 extreme old samples, and the range of
values within each of these two groups (given in parentheses).
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detected between somatic instability and residual onset age,
we repeated the regression analysis above, including constitu-
tive mutant HD CAG repeat length as a covariate. Controlling
for effects of constitutive mutant HD CAG repeat length did
not alter the association between skewness and residual
onset age (P = 0.004, beta estimate = 20.71).

We also investigated whether there was an association
between residual age of onset and somatic instability of the
normal allele. Statistical significance was not seen in a
simple linear regression between the residual age of onset
and skewness of the normal allele (P = 0.4551), or in a
regression model that controlled for the constitutive normal
allele (P = 0.5123).

Therefore, our results demonstrate that larger somatic
expansions of the HD CAG repeat expansion in HD patient
cortex are significantly associated with an earlier age of
disease onset, independent of any effects of constitutive
CAG repeat length on either somatic instability or onset age.

DISCUSSION

Understanding the factors that modify disease phenotypes in
HD patients provides a critical route to therapeutic targets.
The age of clinical motor onset, a well-defined phenotypic
milestone, that reflects the rate of the HD pathogenic
process, is strongly dependent on HD CAG repeat length,
but is also modified by other environmental and genetic
factors, some of which have been identified (10–22). Intrigu-
ingly, the HD CAG repeat is somatically unstable, progress-
ively increasing in length over time, particularly the brain
regions (striatum and cortex) that succumb earliest to
disease pathogenesis (25–27). Given the dependence of
onset age on HD CAG repeat length, this raises the hypothesis
that somatic HD CAG repeat instability in these tissues accel-
erates the pathogenic process. Here, we present the first study
to explore this hypothesis in HD individuals by rigorously
quantifying, at the single molecule level, HD CAG repeat
lengths in a large number of patient cortex samples, and

correlating the level of somatic instability in cortex with the
age of disease onset. We find that, after controlling for
effects of constitutive HD CAG repeat length on both
somatic instability and onset age, somatic instability is signifi-
cantly associated with onset age, with greater somatic expan-
sions seen with earlier ages of onset. Our findings suggest that
factors that contribute to differences in somatic instability
between individuals may also be modifiers of disease.

The association between somatic instability and clinical
onset does not directly demonstrate that increased somatic
instability accelerates the pathogenic process. It is possible
that somatic instability is consequence of pathogenesis, as
suggested (35), with greater levels of somatic instability
simply reflecting a more rapid pathogenic process in individ-
uals with early onset disease. However, several lines of evi-
dence would argue against this possibility. First, high levels
of somatic instability in striatum and cortex are seen in
other CAG/CTG repeat disorders, notably spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1 (SCA1) and myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1)
(36,37). As the major targets of neurodegeneration in these
disorders lie in tissues and brain regions outside striatum
and cortex, somatic instability is unlikely to be a consequence
of a disease process, but rather to be due to normal tissue-
specific factors that are unrelated to disease state. Similarly,
greater HD CAG somatic expansion is not seen in transgenic
mouse models that exhibit dramatic phenotypes in response
to the C-terminal fragment of the HD gene compared with
Hdh CAG knock-in mice exhibiting a slow disease course
(29). Furthermore, data from our laboratory demonstrate that
accelerating the disease process in Hdh CAG knock-in mice
does not increase somatic instability (J.-M. Lee and V.C.
Wheeler, unpublished data).

Rather than instability being a consequence of pathogenesis,
data from Hdh knock-in mice suggest that instability is a
modifier of the pathogenic process (31,32). When somatic
instability in the striatum of HdhQ111 CAG knock-in mice
was eliminated by crossing these mice onto genetic back-
grounds deficient in mismatch repair genes Msh2 or Msh3,
nuclear mutant huntingtin immunoreactivity in striatal
nuclei, a HD CAG repeat length-dependent presymptomatic
phenotype, was delayed (31,32). Conversely, deficiency of
Msh6 had no effect on somatic instability and did not alter
nuclear mutant huntingtin immunoreactivity (32). These data
imply that somatic instability contributes to the HD CAG
pathogenic process in Hdh knock-in mice. While additional
experiments are needed in the mouse to unambiguously
demonstrate the role of somatic instability in the disease
process, our data showing an inverse correlation between
somatic instability in HD patient cortex and age of disease
onset are consistent with, and support the hypothesis, that
somatic instability contributes to the pathogenic process
in HD.

How significant a role might somatic instability play in
modulating the HD pathogenic process? It has recently been
proposed that somatic expansion of the HD CAG repeat
beyond a certain ‘pathological threshold’ of �115 CAG
repeats is required before overt HD symptoms ensue (38),
i.e. that somatic expansion is necessary for disease onset.
This would predict that, starting at the same constitutive
repeat length, individuals with more somatic expansion

Figure 2. Residual age of onset versus skewness. Shown are the residual onset
age and skewness for each of the 24 extreme young onset individuals (filled
circles, residuals less than 20.5) and 24 extreme old onset individuals
(open circles, residuals .0.5). Skewness values were calculated from the dis-
tribution of mutant HD CAG repeat lengths in cortex, determined using
SP-PCR.
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would reach this threshold earlier than individuals with less
somatic expansion, and therefore exhibit earlier disease
onset. While our data are consistent with this hypothesis,
they cannot distinguish somatic expansion over a threshold
as the instigator of disease, as proposed by Kaplan et al.
(38), from somatic instability as modifier of a disease
process that would proceed even in its absence. These possibi-
lities may best be addressed by determining the effect of
somatic instability on phenotypes in accurate genetic mouse
models of HD containing repeat lengths that are below the pre-
dicted ‘pathological threshold’.

It is difficult to determine from our study the possible con-
tribution of somatic instability to onset age. As our HD sample
included only those individuals displaying phenotypic
extremes of young and old onset, the proportion of the vari-
ation of onset age that is accounted for by somatic instability
is not representative of the HD population as a whole. In
addition, as neurons with the longest repeat expansions may
be preferentially lost during the disease course (27), the HD
CAG repeat length distribution in end-stage brain may not
be an accurate reflection of that present at disease onset.
Therefore, we believe that the association between somatic
instability and onset age in our study is likely an underestimate
of the true association if somatic instability could be measured
in the brain at the time disease onset.

While analyses of HD CAG repeat lengths in brains of rare
presymptomatic HD gene carriers (27) provide insight into the
extent of somatic instability preceding the onset of symptoms,
they do not allow an estimate of the correlation with disease
onset. It may, however, be possible to correlate measures of
somatic instability in other tissues, such as blood/lympho-
blasts, fibroblasts or buccal cells with onset age (34,39). Inter-
estingly, as in the present study, analyses of the variation in
buccal cell somatic instability between individuals provided
evidence for modifiers of instability other than constitutive
HD CAG repeat length (34). Thus, if an individual’s propen-
sity for somatic instability in the brain is reflected in peripheral
tissues, it is possible that somatic instability in these tissues
could be used as a surrogate for CAG repeat instability in
the brain.

It would also be interesting to determine whether somatic
instability is a predictor of additional clinical markers of
disease, particularly early phenotypes that precede the overt
onset of motor symptoms, e.g. cognitive and psychiatric symp-
toms and cortical changes (40–42). The expectation is that
any phenotypes that are CAG repeat length-dependent would
be modifiable by somatic instability, and would therefore
show an association with somatic instability.

In summary, we suggest that somatic instability is a modi-
fier of the HD pathogenic process. This predicts that factors
that determine somatic instability in HD patients will also
modify disease pathogenesis, and conversely, that disease
modifiers may also influence somatic instability. Somatic
instability is also predicted to alter disease phenotypes in
other trinucleotide repeat disorders in which somatic instabil-
ity is prevalent in tissues affected by the disorder, notably
muscle in DM1 (43). Profiling somatic repeat instability
over a large number of HD patient samples, as we have
begun in this HD study, may provide a resource to identify
genetic factors that determine somatic instability in humans.

Interestingly, we observed inter-individual differences in the
instability of the normal HD CAG repeat, as well as in the
mutant HD CAG repeat (Fig. 1A). Factors such as Msh2,
Msh3 and Ogg1, found to be important in generating
somatic instability of an expanded HD CAG repeat in mouse
models of HD (31,32,44,45,46), provide sources of candidate
genes predicted to alter both somatic instability and age of
onset in HD patients. Thus, with the aim of slowing the patho-
genic process that leads to this destructive disease, our data
support pursuing somatic instability as a novel and viable
therapeutic target.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

HD postmortem brain samples

All work was conducted under an approved IRB protocol.
Autopsy tissue from the frontal cortex and cerebellum of
HD individuals with known age of neurological onset (motor
symptoms) was obtained from the Harvard Brain Tissue
Resource Center (Belmont, MA, USA) and the National
Neurological Research Bank (Los Angeles, CA, USA).

Determination of extreme young and extreme old onset
individuals

We identified HD individuals with ‘extreme young’ and
‘extreme old’ ages of motor onset as predicted from their con-
stitutive mutant HD CAG repeat lengths. Constitutive HD
CAG repeat sizes were determined from cerebellar DNA
using a PCR assay that does not amplify the adjacent proline
(CCG) tract (47). Regression analysis was performed using a
natural log transformation of age at onset as the dependent
variable and the size of the expanded HD CAG repeat as the
independent variable [log(onset) = a + b(HD)CAG], as pre-
viously described (19). Random effect models (Proc MIXED
in SAS) were used to account for familial clustering. The
regression model was used to determine the expected age at
onset for a given expanded CAG repeat, and the residual
was computed as the difference between the observed and
expected age at onset. Residuals were standardized to a
mean of zero and an SD of 1. We classified cases as
extreme young when the standardized residual of the repeat
adjusted onset age was .0.5 SD below the mean. Similarly,
we classified individuals as extreme old when the standardized
residual of the repeat adjusted onset age was .0.5 SD above
the mean. We then identified 24 extreme young individuals
and 24 extreme old individuals that exhibited the largest
residuals while having the most closely matched mutant HD
CAG repeat lengths (Table 1).

SP-PCR profiling of cortical somatic instability

DNA was extracted from 100 to 200 mg of cortical tissue using
the 50 Genomic DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer’s protocols. A sensitive nested SP-PCR assay
was optimized that allowed resolution of HD CAG repeat-
containing alleles derived from the genomic equivalent of a
single cell. The SP-PCR assay did not amplify the proline
(CCG) tract adjacent to the CAG repeat. Genomic DNA was
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initially digested with HindIII (Roche) at a final DNA concen-
tration of 20 ng/ml. The DNA was then serially diluted to a
theoretical average of 1 molecule per amplification reaction
using dilution buffer (1� TE containing 1 mM LKH-1 primer
as a carrier). A Poisson distribution was assumed, and if necess-
ary, the DNA dilution was adjusted for each sample in order to
generate PCR products from single molecules.

A first round PCR was carried out in a reaction mix contain-
ing the primers LKH-1 (50-CCCATTCATTGCCCCGGTGCT
G-30, 0.5 mM) and LKH-5 (50-TGGGTTGCTGGGTCACTCT
GTC-30, 0.5 mM), Custom 1� Mastermix [45 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 8.8, 11 mM (NH4)2SO4, 4.5 mM MgCl2, 4.4 mM EDTA,
1 mM dNTPs, 113 mg/ml BSA] (ABgene), 10% DMSO
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 U Taq polymerase (Fisher) in a final
volume of 10 ml. The cycling conditions consisted of an
initial denaturation step of 5 min at 948C, followed by 30
cycles of 30 s at 948C, 30 s at 658C, 90 s at 708C and a final
extension of 10 min at 708C. The PCR products from the
first round reaction were diluted 1/100 in water and 1 ml of
the dilution was used as a template for the second round reac-
tion. The reaction mix contained the primers CAG1 (50-AT
GAAGGCCTTCGAGTCCCTCAAGTCCTTC-30, 0.125 mM)
and CAG2 (50-GGCGGTGGCGGCTGTTGCTGCTGCTGCT
GC-30, 0.125 mM), 1� AmpliTaq Gold Buffer II (Applied Bio-
systems), 1.25 mM MgCl2 (Applied Biosystems), 0.25 mM

dNTPs (Invitrogen), 12% DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 U
AmpliTaq Gold polymerase (Applied Biosystems). The
cycling conditions were an initial denaturation of 5 min at
948C, followed by 28 cycles of 30 s at 948C, 30 s at 608C,
90 s at 708C and a final extension of 10 min at 708C. The
forward primer in the second round amplification was fluores-
cently labeled with 6-FAM (Perkin Elmer), allowing resol-
ution of the PCR products and accurate quantification of
CAG repeat length using an automated ABI3730XL sequencer
and GeneMapper v.3.7 software with GS 500 LIZ internal size
standard (Applied Biosystems). Control samples of known HD
CAG repeat length were included in every run. In order to
control for contamination, PCR reactions were set up in a
laminar flow hood and 20% of the SP-PCRs set up per run
were negative controls without any DNA as a template. The
PCR products obtained from single molecule inputs comprised
a cluster of peaks, each differing by one CAG repeat, due to
PCR stutter. Allele size was assigned to be the highest peak
in the cluster.

We found that there was a small degree of variability in the
allele size called by the ABI software (allele size calling using
the highest peak), such that the repeat size of the same sample,
run at different times, sometimes differed by one CAG. For
this reason, for our analyses of repeat size change of alleles
amplified by SP-PCR, we compared repeat lengths to the
modal repeat length determined in the SP-PCR, to ensure
internal consistency. The modal repeat length in cortex and
the constitutive repeat size, determined in cerebellum, did
not differ by more than a single CAG (see Supplementary
Material, Table S1).

Statistical analyses

To estimate the association between age of onset and somatic
instability we ran a regression with residual age of onset (see

Materials and Methods section) as the outcome and skewness
as the predictor.

Skewness is a measure of a distribution’s symmetry. In SAS
v9.1, the sample skewness of a distribution is found through
the following formula:

skewness ¼
n

n� 2

� �
�

1

n� 1

� �Xn

i¼1

yi � �y

s

� �3

where s is the sample standard deviation of y. A perfectly sym-
metrical distribution will result in a skewness of zero while a
distribution with a long left tail will have a negative skewness
and a distribution with a long right tail will have a positive
skewness. For example, Figure 1Aa shows a brain with a
long right tail and thus a positive skewness. We used skewness
to measure somatic instability towards increasing CAG
lengths because (i) skewness uses all of the observations in
its calculation rather than just a one measure such as the
maximum and (ii) skewness is more sensitive to the length-
ened tail of a distribution than a central measurement such
as mean or median.

As both age of onset and somatic instability are dependent
on constitutive CAG length, we controlled for CAG length
by (i) matching early and late onset brains by CAG repeat
length, (ii) using the residual age of onset from a model
based on CAG length and (iii) running an additional regression
model with CAG repeat length as a predictor. All regression
models were run using the generalized linear model procedure
in SAS v9.1. Significance of all tests of association was
assessed at the 0.05 level of significance.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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